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Tennis anyone?
ph.31., h. Roan Campbell
14)tirdes bet of ( umherland Hall gears up for a smashing cross-court volley bellied theMemorial Gs m I hursday
Increased hours
boost morale at
health center 
by Doris Rygalski
Staff Writer
Campus lighting to be upgraded
Comprehensive Fee will supply $42,000 toward project
h. And Bean
Staff V§ riter
The University of Maine will not be kit in the
dark any more.
Lighting is being improved on campus with
$41,000 from the Comprehensive Fee to better en-
sure pedestrian safety.
In December, 18 areas on campus were iden-
tified by a 25-member kapc Awareness Commit-
tee as being inadequately lit.
The areas being upgraded are places people felt
were unsafe to walk in after dark, according to
Nancy Price, health educator at Cutler Health
Center and co-chair of the Rape Awareness
—Committee.
Although thelist was made by the committee
with the needs of women specifically in mind,
Price said it also addressed the needs of all
visitors and members of the UMaine community.
A primary concern was upgrading lighting
along main pedestrian walkways leading from the
center of campus to residential areas.
"People fall when areas are not well lit, and
there is a need for pedestrian safety," Price
said. "We also have many visitors, including
elderly, on campus. "
The largest expenditure. $20,400, will be used
to install lights and construct a sidewalk on the
,
south side of Munson Road. The project would
extend from College Avenue to Sebago Road,
near Merrill Hall, according to Char& Chandler,
assistant director of Public Safety and chair of
the Lighting Prioritization Committee.
Lighting in and around parking lots is also be-
ing improved.
"Because of more students and cars on cam-
pus, there are more parking and overflow lots
with inadequate or no lighting." Price said.
A path and lights will be put in from the Steam
Plant parking lot to Hancock Hall. This is the
second largest project of the 18 areas being
upgraded. It will cost about $8,300.
Also, the overflow parking lot next to the
Maine Center for the Arta.:the Lengyel Gym lot,
the Alfond Arena lot, the lot behind Stewart
Commons and the Somertet Hall overflow will
be worked on.
Lighting will also be improved around the
bookstore and Memorial trnion,—The-pat'hway
from Neville Hall to Cumberland Hall, and
around Chadbourne arid Balentine halls.
Tom Cole, director of Facilities Management,
said the lighting projects should bt completed by
September. , •
_ 
_
This is the first major upgrading of  lighting
on campus in three years.
The 1988-1989 school year
has been a tough one for Cutler
Health Center. hut the center's
morale is-on the rise, according
to Betsy Allin, associate direc-
tor at Cutler.
"There is an uplifting of.
spirits," Allin said.
She attributed the improved
morale to the hiring of three
new staff members that allow-
thc-expa n sion -of-hours.
In March the Cutler manage-
ment team announced the re
installment of 24-hour „in-,
patient infirmary: care during
the weekdays, and 24-hour
urgent .care for the weekends.
The increased hours had been
the first around-the-clock
health care available Once
September.
Robin Case, director of
nurses, said several time slots
need to be filled before the
restoration of health care hours
will be complete.
"I wish it (24-hour health
care) was baick totally. she
said.,
Around-the-clock urgent care
still needs to be provided for the
weekdays and 24-hour infir-
mary care for the weekends, she
said.
A full-time night shift nurse
and a nurse to cover the night
hours on weekends will be need-
ed before the hours can be
restored, said Case.
"Finding a full-time night
nurse has been a, problem."
she said, adding that she expects
Cutler to provide complete
24-hour health care by fall.
Also responsible for rise in
the health center morale, said
,Allin, is the success of the •
Imanagement team concept.
The concept divides ad*
ministrative' responsibilities
-among 
--five-:--Cutler staff
members and Dwight. Rideout,
dean of Student Sers ices.
However, the director search.
committee — made up of
Cutler staff, Residential Life
representatives, and students —
has been meeting regularly to
develop the criteria for the hir-
ing of a new director, AMR said.
"The advertisements have-
Just been placed and the com-
mittee is expecting to interview
candidates in June," said
Allin.
In addition, a search commit-
tee has been formed to hire a
new .physiciih and tras been
busy interviewing candidates.
Allin and Case say the spring
semester has generally consisted
of moves in the right direction,
and both areoptimistic about
the coming fall semester.
"Everything feels more
positive to me," said Allin.
Boston University proposes
life insurance fund-raiser
BOSTON (AP) — A Boston University proposal to raise
money through life insurance policies on students drew mixed
reviews Thursday, with some terming it a ghoulish scheme, and
others applauding its money-making potential.
BU president John Silber has proposed taking out policies
on students and alumni and collecting the benefits when they
die.
"It's very much in the discussion kind of stage. Numbers and
fine points are to be worked out, if ever," said Tom
Cashman, s ice president of public affairs.
Some students were aghast at the idea of the school benefit-
ting from their deaths. 
.
, "I have a feeling he hasn't thought this through. It's going
• to make it a Dracula kind of school," said Drew Kodjak, a
graduate student at BU's law school.
"I have to give him credit. It's a great idea," said Steven •
Cagnetta, also a law student. "It just doesn't sit right."'
Silber was not in his office Thursday.
(see POLICY page 13)
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I The box of Wheaties
and
the cover of Time Magazine
iBut you can still get your group g4 or organization's picture in the
88-89 'yearbook
Send a black and white
glossy photo with a short
k description of your club's
purpose and a highlight of
tztii this year's activities to the• • •
3rd Floor Memorial Union
DEADLINE:
Friday April 28
4wg%s-vvsvss%s:-
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TUB and THE DEN
PRESENT •
14.usi
Saturday April 22 at 9:00 p.m.
in The Den.
GM BAR with La
OPEN ID Nil
NO COVER ONARGE
ENJOY THE MUSIC OF THIS SUPERB PERFORMER.
Shoreham nuclear plant wins license
_WASHINGTON (AP) — the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
awarded:- a fult-power operating
license 'to: the Shoreham nuclear
power plant Thursday in a gesture
that might ultimately may prove SyTil-
bolict.01.11 could have implications for
.
the Seibrook. N.H. reactor.
 By 4-0 Vote, the commission madc
Shoreham the firstli.S.nucliiptaiW
to be Licensed on the basis of a utility-
formulated emergency plan. rather
than one created by the state and local
governments: The ruling capped year%
. of hearings that produced teams of
, testimony and cost millions of
dollars.
Seabrook has submitted its MD,
evacuation plans for six
Massachusetts communities within its
emergency-planning zone.
Massachusetts officials refuse to
cooperate, saying no es actiation is
feasible for the crowded beaches and
communities near Seabrook. New
Hampshire officials are cooperating.
After the Shoreham vote. NRC
Chairman Lando Zech toldfreporters
-that the Lorniaission
duties without regard to the issue of
whether the plant would ever achieve
full power.
The Long Island Lighting Co,
which owns the 809-Megawatt reactor,
has agreed not to being the plant up
-to full power pending a vote by
shareholders to scrap the S5.5 billion
plant.
Iran-Contra trial goes to jury
V4ASHINGTON (AP) — The jury
in Oliver North's Iran-Contra trial
was dispatched Thursday to decide.
;the guilt or innocence of the former
;White House aide with the judges ad-
_ monition that non One. including the
prdent, hadf,‘th.e legaLautharity tfa-
-cider anyone to violate the lass."
North-has iaid he had authority
from superiors including, he believ-
ed. President Reagan, for many of his
actions in behalf of the N.
rebels at a time when official US. aid
was banned.
Because of the lateness of the hour,'
—
jurors were sent to the neatby hotel
a here they will be sapiestered, and
ordered .to begin deliberations on
Friday.,
U.S. District Judge Gerhard Gesell,
told them "your job is to 'decide the
facts" in the first trial stemming from
the mid-1980s affair in which profits
from arms sales to Iran were diverted
to aid the .nicaraguan rebels.
The judge was specific in his in-
struction about North's contention
that he acted under Orders from top
White House officials and, he assum-
ed, with Reasan's approval.
Hitler's birthday marked in Austria
• "
BRAUNAU, Austria (AP) — Riot
troops ringed the house where
Adolph Hitler was born and police
said they-arrested eight people-aunt-
say for marking the-100th anniversary
of the dictitoes--binh with Nazi
slogans and stiff-armed salutes. •
Hundreds of police swarmed this
city of 17,000 people to present a
repeat of the 1979 clashes between
neo-Nazis and leftists that marked
Hitler's 90th biribday.-No serious in-
cidents were reported.
Across the border in West Ger-
many, foreigners dosed their stores
and kept children out of schools
oecause ot tears'Of neo-Nazi violence
Several members of anti-Nazi
vigilante groupkwere arrested for car-
rying weapons.
Security was heaviest, at the two-
story :yellow- house where Hitler was
born atrAprit-20,-1889.-The-house.-
a former inn now used as a day-care
for handicapped Lila -diem was sealed
off with metal barriers manned by
dozens of police and special riot
squads a;riTh-dogs.
About 50-to 100 onlookers stood
nearby. Nearly all shops along the
street were. closed, , come barricaded
with-wooden barriers.
Cease-fire continues*? Lebanon
BEIRUT,' Lebanon (AP) —
Shellshocked_.se.sidents- -emerged
cautiously from bunkers Thursday
during an uncertain lull to face shor-
es of water, bread and electricity
after 42 days of bombardment by
rival Christian and Moslem forces.
The guns and rocket launchers,
which by police count have fired more
than 100,000 projectiles since March
8, were mostly silent. Occasional
salvos kept people on edge.
”Well be lucky if this lull persists
nd we manage to get some sleep,"
"said grocer Youssef Audi as he clos-
ed his store in, Moslem west Beirut
after opening it briefly to sell- what
few goods he had left.
theNtateat spurn of which
began at dusk Saturday, inexplicably
slackened-law .Wednesday.
The quiet followed a cease-- fire call
Tuesday from 23 Christian path
deputies. SUL Gen', Michel-Amin,:
whose mainly Christian army forces
have been battling an alliance of
Syrian troops and Moslem Druse
militiamen, rejected the call.
-The leftisit As-Astir daily termed
the lull a "half truce." The Chris-
tian Lebanese Broadcasting -Corp.
called it "an ambiguous cease-fire."
Whatever the reason for it, the
break gave people a chance to get out
of the shelters in which they've been
cooped up, check their homes and
businesses for damage and buy what
food and supplies were available.
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Faculty members study effects of ice ages
by Jaime Osgood
Staff, Writer
In geological terms, the huma.i. life
span is so 'shortthat when most pqople
talk about the "past," they meal the
last 40 or 50 years. f
For members of the Universit: of
Maine's Institute for Quaternary Stiltlies,
the past 'means at least the last few
million years.
Since 1972 faculty members of the IF
stitute have been studying the succession
of repeated ice ages, and the resulting en-
vironmental changes.
David Sanger, member of the institute
and a professor of anthropology, said
the institute acts as a base for inter-
disciPlinary scientific study, of the
Quaternary Period, which spans the past
2.5 million years.
The institute was established, he said.
because questions asked about the
Quaternary Period can best be answered arc working toward developing a global
by an interdisciplinary approach---__". 
-piastre of the repeated ice ages, and the
lInvironmental results of those severe"The reality is that traditional
disciplines are not able to answer all the
questions we have by themselves." he
said.
George l.. Jacobson Jr., associate pro-
fessor of Botany and Quaternary
Studies, said Institute members from
many different scientific backgrounds
work together toward common goals:
understanding the climatic changes of
the past, and the responses of plant, and
animal life to these changes. field when 'members are available tolJacobson e:xplairied that at thebegbi- disctit filaria and gem differentthe
outlooks. "
Some of the research being done by
members includes studying responses of
prehistoric human cultures to the chang-
"The earth's climate cools and ice
sheets build up in high latitudes in the
Northern and Southern hemispheres and
expand," he said.
Johnson said the cycles are caused in
part, by predictable changes in the,
amount of solar radiation reaching the
earth's surface.
"The fluctuations in radiation don't
have to be that great. If the cliniatecocils
slightly and the ice doei-riot mdt tof just-
a few summers. there is a positise rein-
forcement that takes place."
Jacobson said the accumulation of ice
and snow over greater areas reflects more
solar radiation away from the earth, con-
tributing to the cooling of the climate.
"This occured many times during the
Quaternary Period, and each glacial
period was followed by warmer times,
called interglacials, " he said.
Jacobson said members of the In-
stitute, and scientists around the world,
climatic changes.
Sanger said scientists working
together from different disciplines are
able to create more wholistic interpreta-
tions of the time period.
Ronald Davis, Professor of Botany.
and another member of the institute,
agreed, saying, "Collaboration is very
beneficial. There is a fertilization of each
nins of the Quaternary Period, the
earth's 'climate went into a mode of
repeated ice ages, separated by brief
times of warmer climate.
l'aiversity of Maine students excavating at the Hirundo archaelogical site in Alton
Maine.
ing climates, investigating the long-term
effects of the cycles on vegetation and
marine life, and studying glacial ice
it self.
Sanger said that for this type of
research, the multidisciplinary approach
is critical.
-For example, if human responses to
climatic changes are being studied, ar-
chaeologists must work very closely with
paleoecologists and other scientists who
study the environment, in order to get
a more complete picture," he said.
Jacobson said scientists are hoping
that understanding the past will lead to
some insight into present problems
which are threatening the future of the
the Earth's environment.
According to an institute publication,
some current issues Quaternary Studies
may help put into perspective are en-
s tronmental responses to the greenhouse
effect.
The greenhouse effect is an un-
precedented warming of the climate that
is expecied_ as a result of the release of
carbort- dioxide into the earth's
atmosphere.
Changes in the availability of ground-
valuer, as well as changes in the sea-level
are expected, to—accompany this
warming.
How these changes will influence
populations living in agricultural areas,
(see ICEAGE page
Over half the student population lives off campus.'!
We need strong representation.
Elections
for
OCB President and Vice-President
Elections fpr OCB President and Vice-President will be held at the end of April
(date to be announced). To be on the ballot, you must pick up petition forms at,
the Student Government  Office, 3rd floor Memorial Union, ,Petitions must be
completed and ratifiled by Monday, April 24 with-at least-25-signatures oT off
campus stildents.
_
•
The Off-Campus Board (OCB) represents off-rampus students by actively promoting their
ctinuing involvement lircampus life. Strong leadership-Is-needeft-to-gite'ottr vital organization
_ _direction to prevent bureaucratic strangulation and ref! tape on campus from isolating a large section
of the student body and causing disillusionment (and apitt). in the off-campus student population
4 ' The Daily Mame Campus. Friday, April 21. 1989.
Lutz: Future of socialism may hinge on
by Debbie Dittan
Staff Writer
Crucial events are nOw taking place in
the Sosie4Union that may have a pro-
found effe0 on the survival of socialism,
a University of Maine economics pro-
fessor said Thursday. \ • - •
Professor Mark Linz 'Pi7sented-hit
paper, titled, "Perestroika and the Fut=
of Socialism," to a small group of
faculty and students at an inf
forum
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev is
radically reconstructing the Soviet
economy in what has come to be known
as perestroika, literally meanina
•-•-•
reconstruction, he said.
Lutz discussed the two neW elements
of perestroika, inarketization and
democratization of the economy. '
,Miu-ketization of the economy entails
a decentralization of decision making, 
giving the power to the managerial
leadership of each enterprise..
- Under the Old economic system, Cott-
representing prices didn't exist. The
prices of goods were padded with
government subsidies. Lutz said that
these subsidies will be removed under
perestroika. But without the government
ubsidies, he said, inflation will occur.
Because Soviet indiqt-ries and
businesses are chronicall.s over-staffed.
people wilfhave to be moved and let go
to Obtain efficiency, he said. Unemploy-
ment, even if it is only temporary, can
rest&
Both inflation and unemployment will
affect the every-day lives of the Soviet
workers, .Lutz said.
"Workers traditionally don't - .like
reform-," he said.- "Reform has it,s
costs; it may backfire."
The second element is the
democratization of the economy. The
,workers will-govern themselves by elec-
ting their awn managers.
"If the workers have the decision
power, the party doesn't," Lutz said.
perestroika
Lutz cited the "Yugoslavian ghost" as
a possible problem. Yugoslavia allowed
its workers to have., a self-managed
system in 1954. Astruit the system work-
ed, but recently, the standard.o( living
. has dropped sharply and uneritplornait
has remained steady at 18 percent.
In his paper, Lutz argues that if Gor-
bachev fails, "At the worst, we may sec
the Soviet Union relapse into the tradi-
tional- strait .iacket ot centrali/ed
bureaucratic control, inefficient yes, but
socialist nevertheless."
i•et• LIT! page 13)
"HOW I MADE $18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORICING WEEKENDS."
When my friends And I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
, for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18;000 for college.
Because I joinedmy local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
- =state dunng emergencies like hum  -
canes and floods. They're also an
important part of our country's military
defense.
, since m helping t _em  
an important job, they're helping me
make itthrough school.
As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. I'm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
s thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guakd paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six yearS1
I'm in the Guard.
And if [take out a collegeloan, the
Guard will help me pay it back —up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.-
' It all adds up to $18,000—Or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better de-al than
any car wash-will-give vou.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600:* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON. ,
•In Hawan 7 17 5255. Puerto Rico.. 21 4550. Guam 477 9957 Vtrgrn Islands
St (root 77:i 64;18. Nev. Jersev. BOO 452 5794 In Alaska ctmsult your local
phone director).
C 1985 United States Government is represented by the 5ectrary ot Defense
All rights resented
MAIL TO
NAME
(*" — 1
Army National Guard. P10 Bor6000, Chhori, NJ 07015
^:14
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE ZIP
AREA tOur. PHONE
souAL SECURITY NUMBER
OCCI7PATK)N
•
STI!DENT G HIGH SCHOOL 7, COLLIZE '
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE 7 YES ho -
BRANCH RANK *CM MOS
A 1CW,X90030te
- .4 mericans At Their Best.
s CITIZEN ': YES NO
BIRTH DATE
11.
Li
- _
The 1)arly .kfame Campus Fttday, kph! 11; 19.9.
•
THIS CAN GET YOU TO THE INTERVIEW....
Blair THIS COULD 
GET YOU THE JOB!
Seniors, come and
see Mike Henry at
the
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
MWF 9 a.m.-4 p.m DOS 4.0T Th 2-3 p.m.
11 SHIBLES HALL Microsoft Windows
UM
NSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
Word
Excel
Express
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Navy gives possible explanation for Iowa blast
WASHINGTON (AP) — Red-hot
debris may have ignited the blast that
killed 47 sailors on the USS Iowa, Navy
officers said Thursday. as the bodies
were being flown home and families of
the battleship's 1,600 crewmen learned of
their relatives were among the dead.
No eyewitnesses survived Wednesday's
explosion in one of two forward 16-inch
gun turrets on the Iowa, one of the
largest warships ever to sail the seas.
The Navy organized a board of in-
quiry and placed a moratorium on fir-
ing 16-inch guns, found only on the Iowa
and its three sister battleships, the New
Jersey, the Wisconsin, and the Missouri.
Pentagon officials declined to
speculate publicly about the exact cause
of,the disaster. the worst to ileac a Navy
ship since 1977 but officers said the
-logical explanation- was that red-hot
debris from a previous round ignited new
charges as they were loaded into the
breech of one of the turret's three guns.
"We have no eyewitnesses to what ex-
actly transpired," Defense Secretary
Dick Chaney told reporters as he head-
ed back to Washington from a NAM
meeting in Brussels.
An Air Force cargo plane flew the
bodies of the 47 — one officer and 46
enlisted men — to Dover Air Force Base,
as the Iowa, headed for its home port of
Norfolk, Va., after unloading the bodies
oft Puerto Rico.
Navy Secretary William Ball attend-
ed a memorial service at the Delaware
base, home of the Pentagon's largest
mortuary. The flag-draped coffins were
carried off a plane by Navy Honor
WHEN Sunda N April 23
at 2 tIV pm
HERE 101 Ne•Ille Hall
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Around the United States, Nasy of-
ficers broke the news to the dead men's
next of kin.
The commander of the U.S. 2nd fleet,
Adm. Jerome Johnson, who was on
board the Iowa, told reporters in Puer-
to Rico, "The fire and explosion was in-
stantaneous."
Chaney indicated that the cattiaKies
were all in the swivelling gun house at
the top of the turret, rather than the
mechanical compartments and ammuni-
tion magazines below it.
Eleven men escaped from powder
magazines deep within the ship at the
base of the seven-story turret. A dozen
crew members suffered minor injuries
fighting the fire caused by the explosion.
At the White House, President Bush
brushed aside suggestions that the explo-
sion was due to the age of the Iowa, a
V.Orld War II leviathan brought out,of
mothballs during the military buildup of
the Reagan administration.
Asked about the ship's safety, Bush
told reporters he wanted to insure that
procedures were checked "to be sure that
safety is at the highest point ... but I
wouldn't Jump to the conclusion that
because that kind of powder was put in
to these turrets in that was that that
makes a useful platform n obsolete "
'Adm. Richard a Milligan, a former
University o
aoiLe44a4
Maine Museum of A iir
1989 University of Maine
Student Art Exhibition
April 17 - May 5
Opening Reception April 21 6 - 8 p.m
commander Of the New Jersey, began the
board of inquiry's investigation.
A former commander of the Iowa,
rapt. Larry Seaquist, told reporters, "It
seems from the reports that those
powders exploded." He refers to the
six 110-pound sacks of powder rammed
into each gun after it is loaded with a
1,900 pound shell.
Seaquist said a pressurized air system
that clears debris from the breech at a
,gun's rear must be operated manually,
raising the possibility that the procedure
was overlooked before fresh charges were
loaded into the turret's center gun.
Each gun has a one-inch diameter
tube carrying air under 3,000 pounds of
pressure to blow debris from the 62-foot
barrel.
Wednesday's explosion brought the
worst loss of life for the Navy since a
1977 accident off Spain, in which 19
SallOrs died when a launch returning
them to the USS Guam and the USS
Trenton was struck by a Spanish
freighter.
Except for two World War II Japanese
battleships and the current -Navy aircraft
carriers. the' 58,000-ton ships of the Iowa
class arc the largest warships in the
world.
Law school ap icarits
reach all-tilne reco
(CPS) --- An unprecedented number of college seniors are
trying 40 get into law school, various campuses report.
While no national numbers are available so soon after the
April 1 deadline many schools impose for applications, in-
dividual law school admissions officers almost without ex-
ception say they've received far more applications .for the
1989-90 school year than for other years within memory.
"We've had a 40 percent increase over last year," said
John Friestnan, admissions director for the University of Va-
mont's law school, "arnLlast year we had a 22 percent in-
crease over the previous year,"
At- Drake University-taw- -Itoo-1 Dean. David - Walker
reported the number of applications haSinciraied 60 per -
cent over the number he got last spring.
, Nationwide, 18.5 percent more students took the Lav.
School Admissions Test this year than),ti 1987788, the Law
School Admissions Service(LSAS) said.
The boom. moreover.. comes _after_a_12-_yrar decline in f
' number of students wanting 40-se--ep-40 law_schneLisnied
LSAS spokesman Bill Kinnish.
He attributes it to a number of factors, pot the leasi. of
which is the popularity of the "L.A. Law" television show.
"The first factor contributing, to the boom is image."
Kinnish said. "There was a kit _of publicity, bad press and
articles about the glut of lawyers during the decline Now
we have 'LA. -.4tw' and other., activities that brought the law
o the. front. "
Kinn isn't the only law school admissions director to 
thank "LA. law" for students' increased interest In the field.
"That's- an impression that various 'admissions officers
have stated, but it's unsubstantiated, " observed Ted
Hulbert of the University of California at Lo s Angeles' law
school, which is wading through a record 5,607 applications
for 325 openings in next fall's first-year law class.
Mary Upton,, admissions director at the Washington Col-
kge of Law at. American -Universtifin Washington. D.C.,
also thinkillrinight have inspired smite union to consider
a law career, although she cites a different Aim.
"Washington is a very hot place to study law since the Iran -
Contra hearings," Upton contended.
Upton and others quickly add studentS seem to be respon-
ding to influences more substantial than mere images, too.
Kinnish. for , one, said many stlidents .mention how
lucrative law can be as their motive for applying to law
sChool.
Students, Kinnish said, "spend a lot of money user their
'three years of law school, and they have o expeckthat there
will be economic opportunities at the end of those three
years."
Some top law  firms in -Neis- Yciric_cliicago and_ to& 
Angeles start some pew lawyers at as much as S75,000 a year.
•
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PS/2 top of the ch
For a iimited-time, You -6ve vow' choke of three IBM Personal N'Irstern/2
models it aspecial Campus price. The' se PS/2 models are on the top of the
charts in quality and value. So, stop in and see us today!
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PS/2 Model 3-0 286-:
The 8530-E21 -includes 1 Mb
memory. an, 80286 (10 MHz)
processor, one 3 5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb)..20 Mb fixed disk drive.
IBM Mouse. 8513 Color Display.
DOS 4 0. Microsoft Windows
286. Word and hDC Windows
Express"' Software is loaded
and ready to go!
List . Your
Price
- 
Price*
$4,122 $2,399
•
PIS/2 Model ,50
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) proc-
essor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(/1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive.
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture, 8513 Color Display,
Cos 4.0, Microsoft Windows/286,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded and
ready to go!
A
$4,751
PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb
.momory, an 80386 (16 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive.
IBM Mouse. IBM Micro Channel
Architecture, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0. Microsoft Windows/386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software is loaded
and ready to go!
2 799
-
$7,751 1449
*Th;f3 offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS2 Model 8530-E21, 8550-031 or 8570-E61 on
Of before June 30, 1989 Prices quoted do not include sales tax. handling and or processing charges. Check with your school
regarding these charges Orders are subject to availability IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice.
( MICROCOMPUTERRESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCDONAt SYSTEMS CEtstfifir
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
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UMaine to celebrate
Space Day
by Jaime Osgood
Staff Writer
Today is Space Day at the Univer-
sity of Maine.
Lectures by Maine's teacher-in-
space and a man credited with
discovering the largest objettlif the
universe, a string of galaxies, are
scheduled.
Bill Townsend of Bar Harbor. the
,Maine teacher nominated to par-
ticipate in NASA's Teachers-In-Space
program. w,ill discuss America's
renewed space shuttle and teacher-in-
space programs at 3:15 p.m. and 8
p.m., both in 137 Bennett Hall.
David Batuski, an assistant pro-
fessor of physics and astronomy and
the Giortness Book of World Records
holder for discovering the largest ob-
ject, a '00 million light-year string of
galaxies, will speak at 4:30 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.,. also in Bennett Hall.
Batuski said he will discuss how b g
things in the universe can be.
"Years ago scientists thought thi
could get as big as 100 light-years,
this string of galaxies is sesen times
that large. That is a real puzzle.," he
said.
"I'll be talking about that puzzle
and what scientists are doing to put
it together." •
Bat uski has been at UMaine since
September, 1988.
Before coming to LIMaine, he con-
ducted research at the Space
Telescope Science Institute in
Baltimore, .Md.
Other events planned for Space
Day include two viewings of the
planetarium show "'The Sky
Tonight," at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m., and
a telescope workshop on using, and
buying equipment, which will be held
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the obser-
vatory., located south of the Memorial
Union.
Alan Davenport, director of the
planetarium and observatory coor-
dinator, said an admission fee of S1.50.
for childrentuad,S3 for adults
charged at the viewings.
He said the 7 p.m. show has already
been sold out, and resenations are
stongly recommended for the earlier ,
show. -
There will also be an open house
at the observatory, weather permit-
ting, after the 7 p.m. show, he said:
Videos of the solar system, posters
and exhibits will also be on display in
all three locations.
Davenport said the event is design-
ed to heighten publirbwareness of .
astronomy, which he says is lacking.
"The subject of attonomy, not just
at the university, but at the- high
school level is underplayed. Too little-
attention is payed to it. I think Space
Day is a great idea.," he said.
LIVE IN ORONO! With Help From FOX 104.7-FM
Ut
Corea speaks about the fight
for liberation in El Salvador
by Steven Pappas
Staff Writer
Yanira Corea. an activist from a
citizens' coalition for peace in El
Salvador, spoke of the oppression and
potential triumphs of her country. .
Speaking to a rd of more than SO,
Corea explained how her womens'
union, the Farabundo Marti National
Liberation Front (FMLN) is _taking
measures to protect and liberate Citi12115,
mainliwomen, (tom the corliipt
Salvadorian 'government.
The movement includes several thou-
sand Salvadorian women. • .
Corea is touring the United States in
attempt to raise publk-consciousness-of----
the oppression in El Salvador. The
University of Maine was the last leg of
her three-day Maine tour.
Those who know Corea said this ap-
pearance held the same message.
Corea is trying to liberate her people.
This task, she said, is far from easy and
her strong political involvement has cost
her her citizenship. In 1981, she was ex-
iled from El Salvador and came to the
U.S. where she thought she would be safe
from the constant threats she had
received.
In Los Angeles though, a small band
of a Salvadorian death squad abducted
Corea outside her FMLN headquarters.
The group of men tortured and raped
her.
Despite the struggle she faced in both
countries she insists that she will not
•Iceage
ROBERT CRAY
BAND
Featuring the
MEMPHIS
HORNS &
IVAN
NEVILLE
Thursday, April 27, 1989 at 8:00 p.m.
All Seats Reserved. 518.50
For Tickets & Information 581-1755
AU SLATI.ILESERVED cmAact rf ninon &MAIO ••••1111••• Sea Oft. x *Adm./ *Fabi.i•••••••••• Art *Ad i2%swim Mawr
mew.% nom VwrihtamerrCanInt-loorloKaat.
MAINE—CENTER OR THE ARTS
Uftwreany al Moot, Om. Mow* 011400
stop fighting for the national liberation
of El Salvador. "I will never be liberated
until the people of my country are
liberated."
She said a confrontation between the
gosernment and the people of El
Salsador is practically inevitable. She
said when the two powers finally meet,
"it will be ii-very high price than,. paid
in blood and lives, but I can't give up
after all the people who have heels kill-
ed in El Salvador."
Citing statistics, she said more than
90,000 Salvadorians had been killed in
ten years and more than 1.5 million
citizens still reside in city refugee camps.
El Salvador is aPproximatelythe size
of Massachusetts. The population of the
_Central American country is more than
5 million. A large majority of that ..
population is thing in refugee camps in.
the cities, away from the fighting, where
they-can escape to safety.
Education is poor, health care is non-
'1, existent, she said And all the mOney that,
the U.S. and other foreign countries send
to the Salvadorian government "never,
serves the people."
She said these very facts hampered her
crusade, but she feels every Salsadorian,
even the uneducated, still understand the
fundamental principles of human rights.
That, she says, is what will win the war
within the country and gaityrrie "desen -
ed- respect" of outside countries like the
U.S.
and what the effect will be on heasily
utilized shorelines are questions that may
one day be answered, thanks to the help
of Quaternary researchers.
As another example of how Quater-
nary studies can lead to questions about
the future, Jacobson said scientists has e
learned that interglacial periods arc nor-
mally much shorter than the glacial
periods.
"The cold periodi last anywhere from
60,000 to 80,000 years. The interglacial
periods last perhaps ten percept of that
time, approxiamtely 10,000 years," he
said.
"In other words, most of the time it
has been cold. People often think the in-
terglacial period we arc experiencing now
continued from page 3
is the norm. That is not so," be  said.
Jacobson said the fact that Ns in-
terglacial period began approximately
10,000 years ago leads to some in-
teresting questions about how soon
another cooling period will occur, and
what effect, if any. at 411,1 hc greenhouse
effect will have on that cooling.
° Sanger said there is a graduate pro-
gram offered in Quaternary Studies.
During the graduate program,
students conduct research of their own.
"The research may take studentsto
Antarctica or Montana or to the
Penobscot River. It doesn't matter. It is
one thing to read about theft-search, but
its another thing to-get the students ac-
tually Imolsed, he said.
New Arrivals at Rose Bicycle
1989 GT and MILLI
Mountain and road bikcs
36 A Main Street
866-3525 •
New expanded hours beginning April 19!
Mon & Fri 10:00-5:00, Sat 9:00-4:00
Thes. WecT.-Th-urti-10:00-8:00
Penobscot Terrace
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month,
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus
Call 866-7414
and leave a message for Mrs. Strawn
AOW
nts
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Tuesday April 25
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WHAT EVER YOUR OPINION
YOUR VOTE COUNTS
VOTING PLACES:
ON CAMPUS STUDENTS - In your commons 11 a.fm to 1 p.m. & 4 to 6 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS - Memorial Union 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
BANCIOk CAMPUS -Commons :30 a.m. to 1 p m.. & 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
..••••••.`
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Editorial
Ethics' Wrights
or wrongs
Speaker of the House, Jim Wright, is up against theropes. He has been cornered by his own sly thriftinessand his opponent seems to be an obvious winner.
Ethics. ._
Wright allegedly accepted gifts from a Texas businessman
who may have had some influence on legislation Wright was
working on. According to House rules, Wright is obligated
to report these gifts to the House. He hadn't. Wright should
not have accepted the gifts in view of his position.
Then many other allegations arose including one that said
Wright had not reported royalities from his book that was
being bought, a.s favors, from businessmen and organization
members that Wright had lectured for. House rules forbid
members of Congress from accepting money from speeches
but they can accept money from copyrighted materials.
Wright apparently accepted copyright royalties in lieu of
speaking fees. .,....1
Now, Wright is being called the "most unethical Speaker
in the history of the House" by members of.Congress. One
such republican politician from 'Virginia has asked the
democrat, Wright. to step down.
William F. Buckley Jr., a reknowned political analyst and
conservative remarked that the Wright fiasco was a
Republican retaliation for, the John Tower fiasco last month,
which also dealt with ethical dilemmas during his nomina-
tion as Secretary of Defense.
Members of Congress are even saying, "We put him in.
we can- take him out," which had never been considered
before.
Ethically. Wright was wrong. The play-on words may just
cost the Speaker his career. The media has made a field day
while Wright struggles to defend himself. For the most part.
Wright's fate has been decided.
Wright may have been wrong in doing his job, and the
press may be wrong in theirs, but, frankly; politicians and
reporters are playing eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth,
a puerile game of winner and loser
Now, let's talk about ethics.
Daily Mak Campus
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Lots and lots of bickering
So, 1 went to the General Stu-
dent Senate meeting this week
'to sec what all the hubbub is
about.
I figured, "Hey, how can any
organization be as screwed up
as everybody says GSS is?.
After all, here is the very
epoch of democracy at work. A
body of duly-elected students,
dispersing our hard-earned ac-
tivity fee dollars to various
orgamzations. with the com-
mon good of students in mind.
Yeah, right — what a crock!
Now, I've been on this earth
for over 22 years now, AND I'm
a broadcast news major. Those
two facts alone have made me
witness to a good deal of
incompetence.
-; But, even if I took courses
'from the Elaine Gershman
School of DOW, I wouldn't
have been prepared for last
Tuesday's GSS meeting.
So. I walk into 100 Nutting
Hall, where the senate meets.
Now, here's a room made to ac-
. comodate about 250 kids, and
there's about 14 senators in the
place. and all of them, except
one 40-year old guy, are. sit-
ting out back.
Now, this organization
. allegedly has a membership of
.50-some-odd. All 1 sec is 14
.Ctotis sitting with their backs to
a wall, gabbing among
themseves, and not paying any
attention to what's going on.
Imagine, if you will, huge
room, with one person standing
up front, and 14 gabbing goof.
balls sitting out back, and you
will be seeing our student senate
in action.
Doug Vanderweide
_Oh, I'm -sorr), there is one
other thing you nerd to include
in your mental picture:
bickering.
LOTS - -AND LOTS OF
BICKERING.
The topic doesn't matter. Just
so long as you're yelling, you
don't need to know what about.
Now, showed up to last
Tuesday's meeting at around
7:30 pin, after the meeting had
been under was for about an
hour and a half
Net, when I walked in, I
discovered we were still in the
business section of the
meeting.
I went and sat down behind
old .Jon Bach, the man who has
the unfortunate dut.s 'of repor-
ting on the senate_
"Jon, what'd I miss?" 1
,asked.
"Not much," he said.
-"They had a pretty-big vitt=
"What about?" 1 queiried.
"Well, it seems Senator
Stupidity offered a referendum
to make Froot Loops the only
__cereal to be offered in the Stod-
der cafeteria, but Senator
Clueless had a problem with
that."
"Oh?" i asked. "Whit was
her problem?" --
"Well, she's still upset about
Cutler Health Center, and she
wanted Stupidity to know about
-"And?" I said.
"And she started arguing
that, if Froot Loops were to be
made the OffiClal Cereal of Stu-
dent Government. then Senator
Stupidity would probably be-
forcing the shutdown of
Cutler."' .
"Is that supposed to make
sense to me?" I pondered
"Well, I don't know. It was
just about then Senator ( run-
chberry claimed that all the
stuff they were arguing about
was the fault of the CIA, and
we Ought to ban them from
recruiting on campus."
"Well, did they?" I wondered.
"No, not exactly." Jon
replied. - 
"What did they decide?"
"They decided to allocate the
German Club foorty-two
dollars and fifty-five gents."
"What the hell did the. Ger-
man Club have to do with the
matter at hand?" I asked.
"I, guess Vice:President
Jellyfish decided to • • "
"Forget it. Jon, I'm -outta
here," I said. • 
-
I gotupsoleave-ArtiumeiT7
around to face the exit, I felt a
tap on my shoulder. It was old
Jon Bach, with his _coat on.
"I'm right behind you."
Doug Vanderweide Ls a junior
(or so) broadcast journalism
and economics major who LS
convinced Ann Houston is the
most fabulous woman ever to
frequent El Cheepo's. She can
bum a cigarette off him
anytime. , .
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Students' choice
To the editor:
flits letter is in.-response to
Eric Ewing's ludicrous attempt
to downplay the benefits of a
Student Center in his letter to
the Daily Maine Campfts, dated
April 20. I'll try to avoid poin-
ting out his apathetic
misconceptions that make him
the epitome of an uniformed,
naive student. They are ap-
parent enough. He seemed to be
disappointed when he was ask-
ed to leave a meeting intended
to figure out ways to positively
promote the Student Center.
By reading his letter, it is
quite obvious he might not have
had too many positive contribu-
tions. His letter of despair in
order.to counter-balance the
-"blitz Of propaganda" was a
flop.
To the cont rarv. the Student
Center will be a tremendous
asset to this campus which
enrolls close to 12,000 students.
Have you been to any other
 
campuses with Student Centers,
Eric?
Wake Up. .This is a great
school but the students don't
have an adequate facility for el-
tracurricular needs. I think the
majority of students. here realize
this. 
.
The Student Center could
.aside aolarge resting lounge
.th comfortable seating, a
.donrractcd food service other
than Res. Life, a convenience
store, better offices for student
organizations, a real Student
Government chamber, a movie
theater, .a bigger game room, a
ball room, -an_ easily located
radio station (WMEB), and
many other great additions all
in the same location.
The main reason for the
students need to help finance
the Student Center is to have
some say in what is done with
it.
The fee is designed to lighten
the burden on those graduating
the soonest and probably won't
be implemented until the fall
semester of 1990. S20 a semester
the first year, $30 a semester the
second year. and no more than
$50 a semester the follow.ing
years until the contstruction is
paid off is the proposed finan-
cial arrangement for the
students. This does not even in-
cludejhe possibility of private
do4ors or a statewide referen-
dual that may help reduce the
COSI.
If you still can't see any.
benefits from a Student Center
Mr. Ewing, that is your opinion
and you have the right to op-
pose. You mentioned that you.
"normally wouldn't have
bothered to write this letter. "
My opinion is that you should
have_ followed that advice
because apathetic, selfish views
such as yours will do no good
for this fine institution and its
quality students.
Mark Robinson
President
University of Maine
Trate—i'mty Board
Letters to the editor should be 300 words or
less, and guest columns about 450 words.
For verification purposes, a name, address,
and phone number must accompany all
letters.
See the benefits
To the editor: around campus which explain
the concept of the new Student
Tired of pouring money into Center. Read them. If you think
'discretionary Presidentia.L . voting yes on the referendum
funds' and illusive_Corripre-hen—itiesday means _the- Student
sise and Student Life fees? Yeh. Center will be built according to
so am I. Next Tuesday we can existing blueprints and designs,
vote on a referendum to allocate you're wrong. We, the students
our money to benefit us directly. will decide how it should be
If you haven't jr.:essed I'm built, where it should be built,
talking about the New Student and what facilities it should
Center, the proposed "New provide. But, take heed, if you
Union." Let's be honest with think voting no on the rcferen-
ourselves, we need a student dum Ttiesday will end any and
center at this University of all discussion on the New Stu-
Maine. I don't think $100 is too dent Center you may be right.
much to ask for the construc- Let's be smart, and vote yes for
tion of a building which a New Student Center at Mies-
everyone can appreciate. day's referendum.
Don't be intimidated by-the—
Response
Lack
of
pride
To the editor:
. This letter is in reference to
Eric Ewing's opinion (and
whoever else shares it) that the
proposal for a new Student
Center is a "money making
conspiracy."
I, like many others, am plan-
ning to graduate before ever see-
ing such a project completed. I
hase nothing to gain (especial-
ly money), besides the satisfac-
tion of knowing that UMaine
has a sufficiently adequate
place for students to gather,
socialize, and enjoy themselves.
•Forty, sixty, or a hundred
dollars, to me, is no small
'ourden — were needed
from me today. But across the
time of one or more years,
believe it is a small and un-
burdening amount.
Much of the money we spend
.on less enlightened projects is
never seen or appreciated in ex-
perience, enjoyment, or any
_other way, for that matter. This
project would directly benefit
students, albeit future students.
Mr. Ewing's opinion ex-
presses the undesirable traits of
resentment and self-
centeredness toward his univer-
sity, one which he may return to
some day, for whatever reason.
But from the tone of his letter
and the ideas expressed therein.
I 'would guess that Mr. Ewing
has no intention of returning.
Such lack of pride!
three page flyers circulating Matt Harrison
OUVeR Mai
mem
Kevin T. 1104or
_
Free lease reviewal-
commentary from
Student Legal Services
Many of you may now be
searching for an apartment for
the next academic year and,
when you find the one you
want, you may be asked by the
landlord to sign a lease. It is a
good idea to ask the landlord to
give you a copy of the lease and
have it reviewed by an attorney
BEFORE -you sign. Student
Legal Services can review your
lease at no cost if you are an
undergraduate student and have
paid your activity fee.
The following is information
which will be helpful to you:
I. Leases can be negotiated.
Don't be afraid to ask your
landlord to make an addition or
deletion to your lease.
2. Get all promises from the
landlord in writing (i.e. repairs).
If the landlord won't put pro-
mises in writing, have a witness
who can confirm any promises
the landlord makes.
3. SLS is opposed to
landlords charging six months
rent in advance. It's unfair.
Maine law states that landlords
may not demand security
deposits in excess of two
months' rent. Landlords have
gotten around this la* by simp-
ly taking deposits and renaming
them "rent in advance." As
such, SLS views rent in advance
as a violation of the spirit, if not
the letter, of Maine law. Paying
rent in advance reduces the
landlord's incentive to make
repairs anctvromAitly respond to
legitimate tenant complaints.
Think very carefully before
renting from these landlords! If
enough students refuse to rent
their apartments, these
landlords will have to change
their renting policies.
4. Read your lease carefully.
A lease is a written, signed con-
tract between a landlord and te-
nant and is legally binding. A
lease can benefit both the
landlord and tenant because the
obligations of each are written
in the contract. It is difficult to
break a lease so it &very impor-
tant that you read your lease
carefully to be sure you unders-
tand the terms. Do not sign a
lease with provisions you can-
not obey because most provi,
sions in a lease are legally
binding.
5. Al! roommates of the
apartment should sign the lease.
6. Obtain a copy of the lease
at the time you sign it. Insist on
it. It is very important that you
have a copy of thelease-so that
you can refer to it if you have
any questions or- it.pcoblems
arise.
If you have any questions just
stop by the. SLS offktx on the se-
cond floor of the Memorial
Union, Monday through Fri-
day, 9-3. No appointment is
necessary.
If you have already signed a
lease SLS will be glad to review
it with you.
SLS is a service provided by
your Student Government.  
-t
12
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Response
Questionable
existence
lb the editor: the necessary patience to deal
with such defensiveness, except
According to the records of to say that, as much as you,
-Portland, -Maine—City_ lialL__refusc_tnacknowledge it. what 
(voter registration, property tax is inclusive of women does not
records, the city book.- the
--telephone listings) and ,the
Registry of Motor Vehicles in
Augusta "Mel Freedman" (let-
ter to the Editor 4-12-89) does
not exist. Surely, Mel, being a
self-proclaimed politically ac-
tive person, you would be, at the
least, a registered voter. Given
that Your identity is seriously
questionable, your assertion
that- you have two children who
have decided against coming to
this university also becomes
'suspect. More likely, you
yourself are a male college stu-
dent, or students, who,
threatened by the changes the
University has made to become
more inclusive of women,
fabricated a tale aimed to con-
vince the administration that
these changes hurt the Univer-
sity. (Where it counts most to
them) financially.
IT leave the rebuttal of your
views (whoever you are) towards
femsm to-others who possess
--translate into anti-male.
• I'm. noi concerned that -this
:hoax would effect University
policy since undoubtedly the
administration recognizes there
will always be individuals who
resist change (even to the ex-
treme of deception). What con-
cerns me is that the college
paper freely prints such an in-
flammatory letter. without at-
tempting to verify the existence -
of its author. In this case, a call
to Portland City Hall would,
have been a- simple and reveal-
ing first step. Instead, the letter,
which lacked any phone
number or return address, went
to press. despite the editor's
claim that Maine Campus
policy requires that every letter
printed be verified persiinally or
by phone.
Why eSP6u.se 11--IxibcY when
you fail to enforce it?
Jane Siegler
Old Town
U.S. Policies
To the editor:
- - %.fell-rrn- glad to see scitneone
not only feels the sway I do, but
is • also conrageciug eticiUgh to
speak out against the predomi-
nant faninist agenda which is
taking 'over this campus. To
Thomas Harrington. I ap-
preciate your •ourage.
His courage has 'prompted _
• rm: to speak out against other
agenda .w hich .is taking up a .
disproportionate amount of
student resources -and brings
out only tine side of an issue.
'That agenda is the -"Let's get
out of El Salvador, Nicaragua,
South Africa and the CIA"
•
don't agree with many of
our policies in those areas, but
feel there is another side of
these issues which .1 am kept
from seeing. thlier Universities
have lectures concerning U.S.
policies, but they are willing to
invite State' Department of-
ficials to also-come in and give
their side of the controversy. To
make an intelligent decision,
students must be exisosed to
both sides of an issue r Expos- ,
ing us to'only one side of an -
issue is not an educational pro-
cess at -all. kis nothing more
than plain old brainwashing,N
Ted Sirow
Student center--YES
-Tb-thedItor:
Because the Memorial Union
was built in the fifties and was
intended to serve a population
of only 3,500, it is essential that
a new Student Center be built.
The idea of a Student Center
should be appealing to all
students. Unlike the Memorial
Union, the Student Center is in-
tended to satisfy the needs of
the students. With such limited
availability of space, many
students have to go elsewhere
when alike loungei are Wig
utilized by non-students,.
The students at this universi-
ty need a place to socialize
without competing for space
with faculty, administration and
the community at large. With
this proposal, socialization can
be moved from the library to
the new Student Center —
where it belongs.
Lisa Whitis
Kathy Rand
4
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Bad choice
of words
To the editor
Two things, first of all thanks.
go to Lisa Cline for the good
write up of the press conference
with the Soviet Delegation.. I've
often enjoyed her articles and
this one showed the profes-
sionalism and substance I've
come to associate with her.
Secondly, I ,object to
something John Holyoke said
in his column of the same day
(4-20). In. his commentary
about finals he called certain
multiple choice test questions
"part of a 'communist plot. "
Such a. reference,. is inap-
propriate. For the past week the
University of Maine has hosted
15 Soviet citizens from Kharkov
State University in the Ukrai-
nian Republic.. Part of what we
learned while dealing with our
guests is how similar,our hopes,
goals and dreams are. In this
age of Glalnost and Perestroika
the use of such phrases reflects
not only narrow-mindedness,
but...Rso ignoraneeThink more
about the messages you wish to
convey, John, it may have been
meant as humorous, but it had
another meaning.
Paul Pickering
Off-Campus_
clIers to Ihr vititor
should :lir 300
%%fords- or -less. and
guest columns
'about 450 words.'
br serification
purpos('s. a name.
address, and phone
number must :IC--
comp:in)  all letters.
gr-
- r
Tips if arrested or
charged with a crime
commentary from -.-
Student Legal Services
WHAT-IS-A-CRIME?
-Doing something that is for-
bidden by law or
- -Not doing something Which
is required by law
WHEN CAN I BE
ARRESTED?
-If the police officer sees you
violating a particular law.
-If the police officer has
reason to believe that you have
committed a crime.
-If the police officer has, a
warrant- for-yourarresu
WHAT SHOULD-I.DO'IF I
AM ARRESTED?.
-Do not •resiit arrest.
Resisting arrest is a crime and
could-lead to another charge.
-You trase the sight to rtmain
silent.
You do-not •h*e to answer
any questions before talking to
your lawyer. These are known as
"Miranda rights."
  • -
WHAT RIGHTS DO
POLICE HAVE?
-While you are under arrest
and in custody, the police have
the .right..to take your
photograph, fingerprints,
measurements,. and examine
ph for certain marks.
-If you consent, the police
have the right to question you
about the crime.
-If you consent, the police
can search your person and pro-
perty without a warrant and if
they find any incnminating or
WHAT RIGHTS-T0-1-
HAVE?
-If you' are charged with a
crime you should be informed
of your rights.
-You have the right to be told
why you are being arrested and
to see the warrant if you are ar-
rested on a warrant.
Abu have the rig tt to refuse
to answer questions, makr.
statements, or sign anything
presented'iii-yon by the police-
-You have the „right to make
bail arrangements in order to
obtain freedom before the ,trial„
-You have the right to. be
brought before a judge as soon
as possible after your arrest
WILL 1 NI:1-1)
ATTORNEY?
-Yes. -Being- arrested and
charged with a crime is a serious
matter and should not betaken
lightly. A conviction of a crime
can lead to imprisonment or a
4,int- cause 
-einplayment;pro---
blank and make it difficult to
obtain credit. _ ,
-If you cannot-afford an at-
torney, and can prove it, the
coon is- required to appoint a
lawyer to represent you at no
cost to you.
'If you -have been charged
with a crime, Student Legal Ser-
vices can review with you the
specific statute under which you
have been charged, and can
refer you to a criminal lawyer.
SLS is on the second floor of
relevant evidence they can use-it-Abe-Memorial Union, and is
against you. open Monday through Friday:
-Police do not need a warrant from 9 to 3. No appointment is
to search you for weapons or necessary.
anything illegal immediately
after they have arrested you SLS is a service provided by
your Student Government..----.——
CI
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*Policy
continued from page 11
Cashman said he has received some
positive calls from donors interested in
the proposal.
"It's not as negative as some of our
reviewers want to 'cast it," he said.
"It's an opportunity for individuals who
are concerned about the longterm finan-
cial health of the university 50, 60 or 70
  . years down the line to make a contribu-
tioli that far exceeds what they otherwise
would be able to do." 
/ Money to buy the policies probably .
would come from a fund raising drive
and students would neither pay nor
reccivc money for participating.
. The plan calls for purchasing 1,000
policies worth $350,000 at a cost of
$5,500 each, with BU listed as the policy
owner. The school would then wait 10
• years before buying more. Eventually,•
the original 1,000 policies would be
worth $350 million, seseral times the
.original outlay.
Insurance officials said the idea seem-
ed to be a new development in the tradi-
tional method of deferred giving. Other
universities suggest their alumni make
-their alma mater part of their estate
plans, including naming schools as
beneficiaries of life insurance policies.
At St. Louis University in Missouri,
_ 
a plan under which an alumnus makes
a gift and then allows the scaol to take
out a life insurance policy under his
- name has atatedafeuture endowment of
$16 million, said the Rev. J. Barry 
vice . McGannon, president for
41evelopment.
But he said the BU program appears
tpolanbes. of far 
greater scope than other
Silber has said he wants to raise SI
billion by the year 2000. _
"It's a gimmick of course. It's a twist
• on what we've heard of," said Ben
Isaacs, spokesman for the American
Council of Life Insurance in New York.
Some corporations are starting to insure
their employees, but Isaacs said he hasn't
heard of any colleges doing so. "We
think this may be a developing thing."
"I think it sounds inventive and in-
teresting," said Paul Miller, vice presi-
dent of the Council for Aid to Educa-
tion in Washington.
"I'd like to know more about it."
• Lutz
---(continued from page 4),
If Gorbachev succeeds in his radical
reconstruction, Lutz envisions two possi-
bic .
The new structure of the economy
could lead to the death of socialism, or
the socialist 'principles could remain in-
tact and socialism could become, accor-
ding to Lutz, "the one and only
economic system of the future." .
ç(
Phi 
ipso"
Mu Epsilon's
puzzle answer
1 he answer is not obvious, until
you look at a two column volume dic-
tionary (or any books for that mat-
ter) on a shelf. The worm eats
1/4 inch, through the Zcovets.
IS
c.
.r•
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Tennis team trounces Thomas
Dallas should Black Bears
rethink their
first pick have little
The Dallas
One has to
of this week's Sports
what they7-ihduld
.Theysh MoUld pick ichrian State's
Tony Mandarich wiih their number'. -
one selection, not Troy Aikma of -
CA.
Anyone who has followed the
^Cowboy's' -plight knows that a-
quarterback is needed in Big D, but
that is just the tip of the iceberg:
..When one compares the potential
impact of these two players, then
looks at this more realistically, the
choice of Mandarich is a simple one.
Aikman came from a controlled-
passing game at UCLA, where he
thres% -to certain areas against
teams from the Pac-I0.
New coach-Jimmy Johnson. fresh
from the University of Miami. will
rring in a systen . far -beyond
Ailanan's experience level who-will
end up  ;Anis a long time to learn.
Johnson wants to run an offense
similar to that of the Miami
Dolphins. but Aikman is no Dan
Man no.
Mandarich is a 6-foot-s. over 300-
pound offensive lineman who has 4.5
speed in the 40-yard dash and is ready
anytime and
oWboys are foolish.
look "at the cover
rated to see
to block anyone
anyplace.
Aikman. in the eyes of his pro-
moter -w-rft-open up an offense that
will score from anywhere and makeup
for weaknesses on defense.
Well. Johnson will play a more ag-
gressive defense than his predessor,
Tom -Landry, which will require
minimal time on the field to work
with the Cowboys' talent.
So why not build a running game
around Manciarich, who could block
a Mack truck, and a certain person
who is their best player, Herschel
Walker, which will eat up the clock,
keep the Cowboys' in more' games
and help the defense rest?
Scoring points is nice, but if you
give up a lot, wliat's the sense?
Nov.. realistically, Aikman will
need time, as Vin-try Testaverde has.
shown with Tampa Bay.
Mandarich should have less trou-
ble, due to his incredible size and
speed and college stats like not allow-
ing anyone to harass or. sack his
quarterback in his senior year.
Zero-for-U.
I'd like to see Aikman do that.
But Dallas still needs a quarter-
back. right? Well, use a pick in the
supplemental draft for Steve .Walsh,
the former Miami star who will know
the system better "quicker, or
Washington State's Tinisnenbach.
who appears to be nearly as talented
as. Aikman.
The choice, for a brighter future fOr
the 'Dallas Cowboys, is obvious.
Dan Bustard is a junior journalism
major .from Presque Isle who doesn't
• can about Dallas but hates to see
pretty boy quarterbacks picked first
and suck out loud.
1_
trouble with
Bobcats
by Andy !Jean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine -men'. ten
team es-en break a sweat.
Id. but if the 'weather ha
degrees it Wouldn't have tiered:
The Black Bears defeated Thomas
College in less that two hours:9-0, for
their firitThe*mon.
UMai playtd. without its two top
ut didn't lose a set in, its winn-
Mr performance Thursday afternoon.
Head Coach Austin 'Hummell pVe
Ray Wright and Mark Walsh the day off
to allow some other players a chance to
compete in a singlet match.
.Freshinan-Johniohmon andjupior
Greg Park played in their first singles
matches and won convincingly.
Johnson defeated Dave Savage 6-2,
6-0 and Park defeated Michael Trott 6-3,
6-2.
"I didn't know what to expect from
Thomas, beifatuse I had heard they had
picked up some freshman. So I 'was
pleased that those players who hadn't
started liefore did as well as they did."
Hummel! said.
Andy Lisle, normally UMaine's
number five player, played the first
match and didn't alloy his opponent to
v. in a game. Lisle defeated Cavan Steede
in straight sets 6-0, 6-0.
UMaine's Willard Greenwood
defeated kouk Meas 6-2. 6-0 in the se-
cond match.
In the third and fourth singles mat-
ches. UMaine faced two Thomas College
soccer players.
Todd Smith and Winston Burrows
start for the Division III school. Earlier
this year Burrows lead his team to the
UMaine indoor soccer tournament
championship and he won the most
valuable player award.
But he wasn't quite as successful in
tennis. Dave Mussachio defeated Bur-
rows. 6-2, 6-2.
In the other match, Scott Stevens
defeated Smith 6-2, 6-1.
Thomas College coach iherVetrywhid,
-It's just a recreation sport for them. rm
just glad they are out playing ... They're
just such great competition." - f
The Black Bears continued 10/win
easy in the doubles matcheviwith
Thomas winning a. total of four es
in the three matches,__
•. "A match like ibis-gives-you an oppor-
tunity to work on the things you're not
really that good at," Hummell said.
lisle and Johnson • defealed Sfeede,
and Meas 6-2, 6-0 in the first match.
Stevens and Greenwood/won the se-
cond match against Smith/and Burrows
6-1, 6-0 and UMaine's 14ussachio and
Park defeated 4avage llott by the
same wore.
The Black Bead al new 1-3, while
Thomas-college fen jOG.4.
UMaine will take on the University of
Southern Maine at home on Saturday at
I p.m.
was
.90
•
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photo by Bruin Campbell
-
Maim's Andy Lisle senes in the Black Bears' tennis ass& with Thom
Calor Thursday afternoon. Lisle led an imprtssise team effort by icieslas
Cava* Steeds 64, 64. UMaine abat out lhomas in the midi NI Ise Its
- -
BM who of mama.
721111111111k
photo by Brian—Campbeil
Th,,rnas Co11ee's Winston Burrows tries out another sport at the UMaine.
Thomas tennis match Thursday in Orono. Burrows, a starter on the soccer
team, was defeated by l'Maise's Dave Mus,sachio 6-2, 6-2.
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catcall team prepafds-far weekend trip
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
The University of•Maine softball team
begins its biggest weekend of the season
this afternoon as the Black Bears take
on the University of Massachusetts in a
doubleheader at Amherst.
UMaine will then travel to Providence.
R.I. ,for the Brd-wn - University
Invitational.
  
The Black Bears hozatiinta  the
weekend with a 16.18 record, recently
splitting a doubleheader With Harvard
Ii niversity.
Head Conch Janet Anderson is mated
a-bout participating in the Brown tour-
:parnent, a four-game round-robin
•against Brown.--Providence College,
Boston College and Si. John's Universi-
ty, but is concerned about the two games
'against the Lady' Minutemen,
"If you're not careful with (UMass).
you'll get smooshed," she said.
The players are also looking forward
to the weekend and realize they must
Black Bears'
record stands
at 16-18
by isim I hibeau
Staff Writer
!he University ot Maine softball team
bounced back after losing the first game
of a doubleheader to Harvard Universi-
ty, managing a split with the Crimson
last weekend.
f he Crimson won the first game, 5,4.
*bile the Black Bears took the second.
4-2. UMaine'Srecord is 16-1/1, whileHar
vard now stands at 6-3.
The doubleheader began with Lane
MacDonald, the 1989 Hobey Baker
Award winner and captain of the na-
tional championship Harvard hockey
team; -throwing out the first, pitch.
In the first game, the Black Bears
ium_ped:t.o-an early lead. Freshman Kim
Reed drove in a run with a double for
'Maine. 'Senior Lori Methot and
fr. hman Dorothy MacMichael also
kno- ed in a run each with singles.
UMai was "up 4,2 going into the late
innings, 'coking as if they had the game
wrapped 'O.
But a N Id pitch 'b Methot aid -a
hris,BOucl, •rd error set the scent for
the Crimson take control. -------
A•few• battery later, Harvard's dein-
up hitter, Beth V1 unbach, stepped in o
• the batter's box it, face Met hot in a
bases-loaded. two-oc, Situation. Wor -•
at-Irtrlasted- air  clefr-eenterfwd .
to give the Crimson thi
Meth wsiaijdTor.-ine hits -*-taA-- • -44
dropping her record to 7-8 for
season.
.4(
Head coach Janet Antlers m desr b- '
cd the game as a hearibrea .er.
"With Lori hitting a batter Ind ti e
ror at second, we put ourselvts-in
I ble.." 'she Said. "Then svith_the ,es
loaded. Lori gave (Wombach) s fat ch
and she hit it, We let it get away m
UMaine put its hitting together in the
second game as the Black Bears jiiInped
on top of the Crimson and wen lever
behind.
The Black Bears posted nine hits in
the game, with Kim Reed, Jocelyn Kon-
drotas and Cindy Methot gettin two
apiece. Reed had a single and a riple • Please take the buses - schedule available at the booth in the Union
while Kondrotas and Methot each had '11 All highlighted information - tickets available in the Union
two singles.
capatillic on every °noon unity they get.
"We need to put our hits together at
key. times and give support to our
defense and pitchers in order to win
games," Barb Finke said.
UMaine will be without the services
of second baseman Chris Gamage this
weekend. Gamage fractured and displac-
ed her nose at practice on Thursday. •
Paula Linder, the team's trainer, said
that Gamage will be operated on either
itOday_or _early next week, depending
when the swelling goes down. She may
See action next weekend when UMaine
hosts the Maine Invitational at Lengyel
Field.
The Black Bears offense is led by
. Jocelyn Kondrotas and Chris Bouchard.
Kondrotas to the batting average list
with .569. She also has four doubles and
one triple on the season. Bouchard has
a .324 batting average.
Freshman Marlene Myslinski leads the
pitching corps with a 6-4 record and a
1.92 ERA. Senior Lori Methot has a 2.11
ERA and her record stands at 7-8.
.UMass enters today's doubleheader
with a 10-14 record and 'ranked fourth in
New England. Last season, the Lady
Minutemen defeated the Black Bears
twice by the scores of_.6-3- and- 5-2.
U14ass' top hitters are Cherie Dellan-
no and Barbara Meehan. They are bat-
ting .280 and .264 respectively.
Top pitchers for UMass are Holly
Apriic, 6-8 with a 1.19 ERA, and Chris
Wanner, 3-6 with a 2.14 ERA.
I he Brown Invitational will be
UMaine's first meeting' with the host
team and Providenct. Brown has a
record of 9-9.
The Lady Friars are now 14-7. Their .
offensive leader is clean-up hitter',
Heather laDuke. LaDuke has a .490 -
batting average from 26 hits, six that
are doubles, four that are triples and
two home runs. She also has 46 RBIs in
21 games, averaging over 2.2 a game.
Marie Pellegrino is PC's top pitcher with
a 7-1 record. She has an 1.23 ERA and
has 40 strikeouts in her eight games.
BC split a doubleheader with UMaine
In the fall. UMaine was to have played
BC last weekend, but the doubleheader
was rained out. No other statistics were
made avaiiabk by the Eagles' staff.
UMaine will face Brown and BC on
Saturday. The round-robin will conclude
with games against St. John's and PC on
Sunclay.
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These Seniors have taken The Challenge:
1...r•••(
Lisa Allen
Laura Bass
Christopher Bailer
Lisa Bailey
Troy D. Beaulieu
Theodore Boland
awiltine Bonenfant
Lisa Bourbon
Gina Branagan
John Branin
Janis C. Broadbent
Paul Bouchard
Catherine Bunin
David Carl!
Susanah Care
Theresa Cerabona
Christopher Chaps
Lola Chasse
Jeffrey Cloutier
Susanne Connell
Gregory Connors
Barbara Constantine
Shawn Corey
Rosalee Cousins
Sheri Crowley
William K. Day
Margaret Davis
Miranda Davy
Jennifer Dearborn
Katherine Dearborn
Jennifer Deemer
Jennifer Dill
Jennifer Dought
Am Doyon
Paid Dreher
Deborah Dutton
James Duval
Michelle FarleN
Jeffrey Fearon
Histrie—Fet rrell
Tammy Fitch
Stacey Flink
Beth Fraser
John Gallant
Denise Gardner
Michelle Gerson
Lisa Gervais
William Gordon
Jennifer Grondin
Wendy Gullirer
Peter Hallowell
Amy Hamilton
Dale Hamilton
Suzanne Harmon
Eric Hase
Catherine Heal,
Cheryl Holmes
Heather Jenkins
Melissa Johnson
John Kachmar
William Kenneth. Jr.
Fnend of the Class of
Kieth LaBne
Mark LaFountain
Michelle LaPointe
Michael Lambert
[lard LeBlanc
Jon Lee
Lisa Lewsque
Shawn Lister'
Nan Littlefield
Lauren Lunn
Stephanie Lydon
Julie McConnell
Thomas McNeil
Randy Melevier
Mark Monroe
-Brian Mood
David Moores
Kristen Myers
Kristina Napolitano
Elizabeth Nageiin
Heather Newman
Sherry Paul
Timothy Pease
John Peterson
Nicole Pot‘in
Suzanna Prentiss
Wendy Provost
David Quinn'
Edward Radgowski. Jr
Christine Reardon
Martin Richard
Todd Richard
•89 Mark Robarts
Mark Robinson
Lisa RON
John Salvatore •=-1'
Leslie Slattler
Colleen S<haetter
Kimberler Scheiber
Lynn Sewall
Sarah Simrnonds
Cecelia Sirianni
Knsten Schulze
Pegg' Smith
Brian Stantoo
John Steward
Crnthia Stewan
Cortland Stiles. Jr
Kellie Stratton
Brian Sullivan
Klmberlr Sumner
Lisa Taylor
Troy Taylor
Jodi Tedford
Kimberk Thibeau
Timothy Thompson
Joseph Tretethen
Jeffrey Turner
Jill Valley
Robert Warren
Kimberly White
Julia Whitney
Heidi Woodward
Andrew York
Jeffrey Zachau
frierid of the Ciam of '.89
These Seniors realize the importance of providing support for the growth and
development of the University of Maine. Show your class spirit and pride
through Senior Challenge. the five-year PLEDGE sponsored by The Class of '89
and The University of Maine Alumni Association. .
0147 Tin ?JAM
SRL& RE AL Prial or youR WORLD!
For more information on Senior Challenge, Coll us at 581-AWN
or stop by The University of Mime Alumni Asseation. (Crossland Alumni Center). MKE THE CHALLENGE
r, April 21, 1989.
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Dallas signs Aikman to record contract
IRVING. Texas 
.• cepy The Dallas
cowboys ended weeks. of NFL draft
speculation Thursday by signing
quarterback Roy Aikman to a rookie-
record six-yeat. SII.2 million contract.
Aikinan, who ,played at UCLA and
who will be the No. 1 choice in Sunday's
NFL draft, said he hoped that within
five years "the fans will be comparing
me-with Roger Staubach.
He said he *anted to sign. with the
-Cowboys because 'every Sunday heilfed
to watch Staubach on television from his
home in Henrjiett3, Okla. -
"1 remember all those comeback vic-
tories and I'd like to be part of .that
someday," Aikman said. "I can't step
into Roger's shoes but maybe I can do
some of the things he did."
Cowboys coach Jimmy Johnson said
the third time was the charm in his try-
ing to attract Aikman.
"He turned me down out of high
school and -went to Oklahoma," said
JohrisOn, who was then coaching at
Oklahoma State. "Then, when I was at
Miami, I tried to get him when he left
Oklahoma, but he went to UCLA:fiats
afraid he would turn me down third
time.
Ironically, Aikman suffered a broken
leg during a game against Miami when
he was at Oklahoma. He sat out the rest__
of that season and decided to transfer
to UCLA after Oklahoma coaches an-
nounced they would return to the run -
oriented wishbone offense the following
season.
"Thanks for breaking my leg,
Coach," Aikman said. "You did me 'a
favor." •
Quarterback Vinny Testaverde signed
a sit-year, $82 million contract with
Tampa Bay when he came out of Miami
in 1987.
Quarterback Warren Moon recently
signed with the. Houston Oilers for five
years- at S2 million per season. Leigh
Steinberg,- Aikman's agent, also
negotiated ,that contract.
Aikman's S11.2 million. contract in-
cluded a signing bonus believed to be
worth more than $2- million.
"It was the highest contract for a
rookie,." 'Steinberg said of Aikman's
deal.
TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY PROJECT
COURSES MAY TERM AND FALL 1989
May Tbrin:
_ISO 251 Transportation and Social Change
‘iontiaN, F ridaN. 9.15 AM: 1 noori'
101 Fkianiman
lnterdisphnar sttid. ot the.tecnnological development and
01 1M pacts of rail Ar.and 3t1I0MCitlite transportation
t. ogineers so%.-131 soentists...m.i_nurnanists lndui
,,nt. or mc.,o. held trir.;
Fall Term:
TSO 398 [01] Technolag_y___and the. Environment
luesdJys and Thursdays. 12:30 1 4 5 P.M
Professor Sherman Hasbrouck
Seminar on the histoncal interplay between technology and both
natural 'and urban environments
150 398 [021 Patterns of Invention
Tuesdays. 3:10 - 5:40
-Professor Dan Kane -
Sit.* of-invention at both historical and technological
leiels from the light bulb to the laser
For further information see the Protect Director
Professor Howard Segal..200A Steven Hall.581 1920
- bli2
fbli i•110.12i71111
i•111.1)/ C.64111.4
3 b.:3 .1#111 j214,1
;113}4f.13/3
"I was proud to ts.. for it,"
Cowboys owner Jerry Jones said.-"In m)
opinion, Troy could have gotten more
money if he had playe'd for any other
team in _ths "
The 6-foot-3, 2I7-pound Aikinan,
who The* two years at UCLA, was
20-4 with_the Bruins. He completed 60
percent of his passes and threw 41
to-uchdown passes with only I"
interceptions.
Aikman was the most valuable player
in the Cotton Bowl, leading UCLA to
a .17-3 sictory over Arkansas. He also
was named the winner of the Davey
O'Brien award as the nation's best
quarterback. He was'-third in the
Heisman Trophy balloting.
Red Sox stop Indians
5-2 behind Rice, Esasky
CLEVELAND (AI) — Nick Bosky
and Jim Rice each hit two-run home
runs and Oil Can Boyd pitched 61/2
s coreleis innings Thursday as the Boston
Red Sox handed the Cleveland Indians
their sixth consecutive defeat,- 5-2.
• Dwight Evans added a-solo homer for
the Red Sox, who have won three straight
and seven of their last nine since begin-
• fling the season with four losses. Their
7-6 record makes them the only team in
the Arieri4a Law Fact over the .500
mark. •
Boyd, I-I, allowed six hits, struck out
three and walked one before Bob Stanley
came on to get Oddibe McDowell and
Andy Allansbn with two men on in the
seventh.
Mike Greenwich doubled off Rich Yen,
1-2, leading off the Red Sox fourth and
Esasky hit his third homer off the up-
per deck in left.
4..04WA.E-1•M
For fall and summer
Ca11:941-9113
866-2516
6 • •jasmines
restaurar-
•Brunch
:•••
Our Bninch-Menu
features
• Fresh Fruit
• Omelettes
• Homemade PastriesN
• Eggs'Benedict
• Raspberry Cream
French Toast
• 'David's Special'
along with pasta and
. sandwich selections
Join us for Brunch
Saturday & Sunday 9 ant - 3 pm
_28 Miff Street • Orono, Maine
866-4200
4.•
Or
•
••10
18
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ealth Professions Guest Speaker
DR. DAVID miurnicuint
Family Practice Residency Program(EMMC)
Friday, April 21
12-1 No. Lown Room
Please attend and bring your friends toot
0 0 0 0 0 •011
 .111.1•11," F..11111,-WVIEW' "..IrM11111,-
Today there will be an Open Forum
on
_
ri)E Status Of WOMEN Al
the UNiveresity Of MaiNC.
It will be held from
12:00 to 2:00 p.m. in
the lynch Room in Folger librarY.
ALL ARE WELCOME!
Lfair:111. ••••11-ZAP•" ,
The Women's Center Committee
Invites Your Feedback and Participation
at an
b.P.Cul bliVA ;JO 4P11.11 341
Join us in the Sutton Room,
Memorial Union
from 12:15 to 1:15 p.m.
We will be discussing the proposed rough draft tor a new
"Women's Resource and Advocacy Center "
Copies of the rough draft for your review are on reserve at the following
locations:
Bangor Campus Library
Commuter Services
Fogler Library
Enrollment Management Office
Equal Opportunity Office
MeMorial Union Information Booth
Residential Life
Women In Curriculum
WE NEED TO HEAR FROM YOU!!!!
If you can't attend the Open Forum, please drop your comments in
the campus mail to:
Pamela Dumas Series
223 Chadbourne Hall
581-1586
This is your last opportunity to help make a difference
and to offer Your "Voice" to the propos41.
China, United States try
to stop Cambodian peace
MANILA — China and the United
States are trying to halt a diplomatic
stampede for peace in Cambodia that
would serve Vietnam's interests.
Expectations of a , quick end to
fighting in Cambodia 'were\ raised on
April 5 when Vietnam announced it
would pull out 'its troops by the end of
September, presumably assured that its
allied Cambodian regime will sursive. -
- Hanoi's troops invaded Cambodia tor_
----Kiiinpucheal in late 1978 to oust the
Beijing-supported Khmer Rouge. It
helped set up the People's Republic of
Kampuchea (PRK), a regime closely
allied to Vietnam's policies, including
resistance to China.
A coalition of guerrilla forces, which
includes the Khmer Rouge and former
Cambodian ruler Prince Norodom
Sihanouk, have waged a low-level war to
oust the PRK and Vietnamese fdkes,
relying on the support of China and the
U.S.
- China expressed deep skepticism over
Vietnam's promise to withdraw.
Officials accused Vietnam of a
"notorious record of insincerity. "
They also repeated earlier charges- that
Vietnamese soldiers have been trained to
serve in the PRK army.
"If it is really implementing its pro-
mise Of a total troop pullout, Vietnam
should withdraw not only all of its
troops of aggression, who wear uniforms
and carry weapons, lsuratsd-ttime con-
cealing their identity amongthe Phnom
Penh puppet troops or As im-
migrants," according to an official
commenta6 h the New China News
Agency.
Just before Vietnam's announcement„
Chinese Communist Party General,.
Secretary Zhao Ziyang was quoted as
calling for the internationAcommunity
to keep pressure on Vietnam "and force
it to change its policies tin __Cam-
,bodia). " Low-level ties between Beij-
ing and Hanoi hase worsened in recent
weeks over the issue of ownership of two
groups of islands in the South China
Sea.
U.S. officials warn that Vietnams
-should not leave Cambodia without a
comprehensive political -settlement.
which they said should prevent the return
of the Khmer Rouge and provide. a
leading role for Prince Sihanouk in a
Cambodian government.
Thailand. which until recently oppos-
ed the PRK and Vietnam, has come
under strong pressure from both the U.S.
and China for having warmed up to the
PRK last December. PRK leader Hun
Sen % 'sited Bangkok.
Indonesia. too, seeks an early end to
the Cambodian conflict. Since July, it
has hosted two sets of talks between the
contesting parties. These talks yielded no
public agreements. But Vietnam claims
that agreements were made, and went so
far as to use them to justify a withdrawal
in September, 13 months earlier than a
previous pledge.
Hanoi claims the nine Southeast
Asian countnes affil four warring Cam-
bodian factions at the talks agreed to
"link" Vietnam's withdrawal to an end
of foreign military aid to the Khmer .
Rouge. China ships military equipment
through Thailand to the Khmer Rouge.
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Systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON
suPERspoR m
ROAD
SCHOLAR
SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
40-50% OFF RETAIL PRICE
• GREAT PERFORMANCE • GREAT PRICE
mi INNOVATES AGAIN-
WITH THE NEW BATTERY DRIVEN SUPERSPORTTm
ID TAKE YOU FROM COLLEGE rID CAREER
AMERICA'S POPULAR BATTERY
POWERED LAPTOP COMPUTER
F( )R NNE I\ FORM .‘211( KEASE CoNTACr
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11- SHIBLES HALL, UM
(207) 581-251()
American F.Apress,1 Is A MasterCard Credit t ards Atcepfrd
data
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• THREE QUESTIONS
WILL BE PUT UP FOR VOTE IN A
STUDENT REFERENDUM
„.
A. New Student Center
.1. We. the student body of the UniverSity of Maine. hereby iescilve to institute a fee. entitled the New Student Center Construction Fee. for the
construction of a facility:
A. Whosetitle shall include the phrase Student Center:-
B. Whose Oman,. purpose shall be to serve the needs of the student body of the Ui*rersity of Malec-
c. Whose Conception shalt herinade by a governance hoard whose sttident membast shall contain no less-than one more thanlhalf 10 work in
conjunction with the director of said student center, and shall maintain operation.
altocationof space, policy. and procedures effecting use of facility:
1). Whose operation should make every effort .to be financed to the
greatest extent possible by revenues generated from the
activities and operation of the facility itself.
2 Such fee shall be utilized to cover not more than one-half the
costs of the construction of thcfacility, where
-A. Said fee shall not exceed fifty dollars (S50.00) per academic
semester:.
I. Tbefee will be implemented-inffiree stages-
$20.00 per semester_ 1st year.
S30.00 per semester 2nd year. -
Remainder not to exceed fifty dollars per semester
- - thereafter (until construction cost is cOrnpkted).
B. Said fee is to he enacted upon or after the date of issuance
of a Statement of Acceptance by the University of Maine toall
terms stated herein, made within one cakiidir year of the date of
4 Jic eptance of this Resolution by referendum.
,
••••
5711MNT CENTER
LETT SECTIONAL VIVI 93d•A
B. Communication Fee
•The student body increase the communication fee by $2.00 to support ASAP in the publication of the Campus Crier The Student Weekly Calen-..Jan. The Prism Yearbook. and other publications including Whetstone. Greek Beat. and Women% Center Newsletter through ASAP which will berestructured in a cooperative student venture.
t b• crimps@ epee
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C. Student Activity Fee
Increse,the Student Activity Fee from $17.50 to $20.00.
activity fee.
These groups include:
Student Government
Association of Graduate Students
• Off Campus Board
Residents on Campus
Student Legal Service
University of Maine Fraternity Board
Panhellenic Council,
American Congress on Survey and Mapping
AE Rho
Accounting Club
tbre trieepei crier 2
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This increase in funds will go to all groups and clubs that are now being funded by the
All Maine Women
American Marketing Avaicialion
Arnold An Society
Circk K
Economic Student Association
Forest lire Attack Team '
International Affairs Club
InterNarsity Chnstian,Felloy,ship
Maine Outing Club
Maine POKY Action.Committee
• ' • •
•
Maine Woodsmen Team
SAF Forest Resources Club
Scuba Diving Club
- Senior Skull Society
sSophmore Owls
UM Photo Club
.-Wildessetn -
Women's Center
Bumstock
Concerts
•••
•
